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Abstract, The paper investigates complexity and decidability questions for two restricted classes 
of picture languages, called three-way picture languages and stripe picture languages. It is shown 
that (I I the picture membership problem can be solved in deterministic polynomial time for 
three-way context-free picture languages, (2) the equivalence and containment problems for 
picture ianguages are undecidable for a regular language L, and a linear language L,, where 
both L, and L., describe three-way stripe picture languages, and (3) the intersection emptiness 
problem for picture languages is undecidable for two three-way stripe linear picture languages 
and is also undecidable for a regular language L, and a linear tanguage L,, where L, describes 
a three-way stripe picture language and L, describes a stripe picture language. 
Syntactic methods are one of the main apprc3aches topictorial pattern recognition 
and analysis [7]. Various models of grammars and automata have been developed 
to handk pictures (see, e.g., [ 15)). Among others, Freeman’s “chain codes” and its 
variations have been used most popularly to encode pictures in these models [5,6]. 
Recently, the complexity of chain-encoded picture languages has been studied 
intensively [3, 10, 11, 12, 13, I?], where a picture is described by a string over the 
alphabet {u, d, r, I} with the following interpretation of the symbols in the alphabet. 
The symbol u (d, r, and I, respectively) means “draw one unit line in the two- 
dimensional Cartesian plane by moving the pen up (down, right, and left, respec- 
y) from the c!lrrPnt pnint” ahe rnmnIeuit\r ic them onnciAer4 sncioam ahe standard L. _..a. YS”8.S.J .LI C..“1‘ ‘c”**LI*v.svI Y” UO.‘.& 
Chomsky hierarchy of language families: regular, linear, context-free. context- 
sensitive, and recursively enumerable [161. The results of e 
that most of the important decision 
For example, the ~~c~nbersh~ 
[ 171 and for context-free picture lang 
problems are undecidable (not even partially d 
[ 111, the intersection emptiness pro 
+ A preliminary vers’ appeared in Proc. emn Conf: on ~~~p~~~~~;c~i~~~~~, CopIfrd, m 
Cbnrpufing, University nois at Urbana-Ch er, 1987) 1224-1233. 
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languages [17], and the picture ambiguity 
languages [IO]. 
In real applications, however, we need not 
problem is undecidable for regular 
handle all possi le picture encndings. 
. ,. . . - . - 1 Pictures for computer processing are usually hlgnly aomal c, l.c., consrramea 
by the unique properties oft e problems at hand, as for string langua 
t led to the investigation of restricted subclas 
ve better complexity result 
ns. in this regard, Sudbor 
re languages whose pictur 
parallel lines. Since these parallel lines can be c 
bound in two opposite direc*ions in the plane can be aasily handled with this 
Among others, they showed that the equivalence and intersectio 
for stripe regular picture languages are decidable and that t e membership problem 
for stripe regular picture languages can be decided in line time deterministically. 
In this paper, we introduce another restricted class of picture languages, called 
three-way picture languages, whose description languages use only t ree letters and 
study their complexity and decidability. Informally, one can imagine hat on a string 
over a three-letter alphabet the picture drawing device moves in only one direction 
on one axis, while moving freely on the other axis. Of course, a three-way device 
does not have enough power to handle general pictures. Despite that, we study th’ 
class since (1) it is a natural restriction to impose on a picture description mod 
(2) there are problem domains which possess inherently three-way properties, e.g., 
eiectronic waveform processings [1,2,4,18], and (3) if a parallel processing system 
is used for picture recognition problems, a picture could be deco 
each single processor need only handle a three-way picture camp 
The paper is organized as follows. y recall necessary notions fro 
language theory and chain code picture languages in Section 2. In Section 3, we 
present polynomial-time algorithms to decide the membership of three-way regular 
and thrc~way context-free picture languclges. In Section 4, ;Je show undecidability 
results for three-way and stripe picture languages. The results are as follows. The 
lence and containment problems for picture languages are undecidable for 
lar language L, and a linear language L2, where both L, and L2 desc&e 
ay stripe picture languages. The intersection emptiness problem for picture 
languages is undecidable for two three-way stripe linear picture languages. 
intersection emptiness problem is also undecidable for a regular language L, 
r2 1;“csnr ICIIIe..e-b-A I u IIsLbaL IaLlguaLjb Lz, -;i;tzere L1 describes a three-way stripe picture language 
Lz describes a stripe picture language. 
er to be fa iar wit asics of for uage 
Thl2 
and 
and 
a 
e picture part, we follow t otions of [ 121 a 
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denotes the set of integers. For a word M,, Iw~ denotes the length of w and wR 
denotes the mirror image of w. A denotes the empty string. For a set 
the cardinality R and Z4 denotes the power set of . 16 denotes the empty set, 
For sets A and denotes the set-theoretical difference. 
he universal point set, denoted by ,,, is the Cartesian product of 
For a point v=(W,n)E (), the up-raeighbor f v, denoted by u(v), is (m, n + I ), 
the down-neighbor of v, enoted by d(v), is ( ~~g~~~-~e~g~~or of 0, 
denoted by r( v), is (in + ?I, n ), and the k&neighbor byl(v),is(m- 1, n). 
e neighborhood of v, denoted by (vi, is the set (u(v), d(v), r(v), i(v)). 
universal ine set, denoted by I, is ( ) and V’E N(v)}. 
An attached basic picture p is a finite subset of l. Its point set, denoted by V( p), 
r some of E MC,}. Thus, an attached basic picture is a graph, 
whose set of vertices is V(p) and whose set of edges is p. e shall consider only 
connected pictures, i.e., connected graphs. 
An attached drawn picture q is a triple (P, s, e), where P is an attache 
picture and either p is empty and s = e is an arbitrary point in ) or p is nonempty 
and s, e are points in V(p). Given an attached drawn picture q = ( p, s, e), p is called 
the base of q, s is tailed the start point of q, and e is called the end point of q. 
For integers m and n, define the translational mapping t,,,,, from 
t,,,,,( i, j) = (i + m, j + n). The translation t,,,,,, induces a mapping from 
t,,_,(( v, v’)) = {t,,,,,(v), tmJ v’)). Furthermore, the translation 
on subsets of M, defined, for any subset A of 1 Y by hn.,( 
Let pr mii p2 be two a+*,,- ro,ned basic pictures. PI is transiatiopl equivaknt to pz if 
there exist integers m and n such that PI = t,,,,,( p2). Similarly, for two attached 
drawn pictures q, = ( p, , sI , e,) and q2 = (p?, s?, e2), we say that q, is tramlation 
equivalent o q2 if there exist integers m and n such that p1 = t,,,,.( p?), sl = t,,l,n(sl), 
and e, = r,.,(e2). 
The equivalence class containing an attached basic picture p, denoted by [p], is 
called the unattached version of p and is simpIy referred to as basic picture. Similarly, 
the equivalence class containing an attached drawn icture q, denoted by (q), is 
calkd the unattached version of q a d is simply refer d to as drawn picture. 
Let ql = (r, , sl , e,) and q2 = ( r2, s2, e?) be drawn pictures. Let im,,,(s7) 2 e, for some 
The concatenation of ql and q2, denoted by qr . q2, is define 
(r I It Lr,( ,,+j, c- t t-i- , jP_‘i. 5 2 I?:,:: * I r, : 
Let p, and pr be basic pictures. We say t at p, is a x~bpicture of p2, derxate 
Pl”P2, ;FthavD -v;Ft QttQohaA ~QC;P e;rtrrrer m’ end ~4 sucka that p, II Cll~l~ bALJC UCLC+*s‘kU VUJlb _~l~bUl +rJ _v 1 u _ _ m . =[p~1&=~Pil, 
and pi E pi. Let ql = (r,, s,, e,} and 
description word (or ~+mrd ). Every language Over n is 
nguage (or n-language), every gra 
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The drawn picture described by a n-word w, denoted by dpic(w), is defined 
iaductive:y by 
dpic( 25) = (p v {{e, b(e))), s, b(e)), for all z E IT* an 
where dpic( z) = (p, s, e). If dpic( w) = (p, s, e), then the basic picture described by w, 
denoted by bpic( wj, is [ pj. 
n-language L, the drawn picture language described by L, d,-m~~d bq’ 
dpic( L), is dpic( L) = {dpic( w) 1 w E L} and the basic picture language described by L, 
denoted by bpic( L), is bpic( L) = {bpic( w) 1 w E L}. Similarly, for a n-grammar or 
r-automaton A, the drawn (basic) picture language described by L(A) is denoted 
h., A wy &lpi+!' f'L j \\Wi;iC(Aj, respectively). 
A drawn (basic) picture language P is regular, linear, or context-free if there is a 
regular, linear, or context-free language L such that dpic( L) = P (bpic(i) = P, 
respectively). 
Now we define the notions related to stripe picture ianguages and three-way 
pickure languages. For real numbers k, d, , d,, d, < d2, the (k, d, , d,) -stripe ( 
for short) is the set ((i, j) E MO] ki + d, s j s ki + d2}. A drawn picture 4 = (r3 
is a drawn (k, d, , d2)-stripe picture if V(r) c M:hd+? A basic picture p is a basic 
(k, d, , d,)-stripe picture if there is an attached basic picture p’ such that p = [ p’] and 
For example, the drawn picture p in Fig. 1 fits into the ($, 1, 5)- 
stripe, and so, p is a (i, I,5 j-stripe picture. (A iittie circie and a iittie square in the 
6mlrP dmntP the hart nnint mm-l the end pint_ gft_h_p pjrt,ure, pspective!y.) .A_ p+t,we - o-- _ -_--_w_ __-_ V.--w r _____ -___ ____ ____ 
language K is a stripe picture language if there exist real numbers k, d, , and d2 such 
that every picture in K is a (k, d, , d,)-stripe picture. 
Fig. 1. A drawn stripe picture. 
Consider a three-letter subset + of TL We call a word in iT* a &-word and a 
language over G a +kinguage. G-grammar or &automaton is defined similarly. 
A picture is called a three-way picture if it can be described by a k-word and a 
a three-way pit by a 
iscusslons that folio 
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The picture membership problem for a r-language L asks whether or not a given 
picture p can be described by a string in e picture membership problem is 
NI -complete for regular n-languages [ 171 and for context-free r-languages [II]. 
The problem can be solved in linear time deterministically for stripe regular picture 
languages [ 171. We shall show in this section that the picture membership problem 
for three-way context-free picture languages is solvable deterministically in poly- 
nomial time. In fact, we shall present polynomial-time algorithms for three-way 
regular and three-way context-free picture languages. 
A three-way picture can be described by a sequence of line-disjoint horizontal 
and vertical line segments which come in turn. For example, the drawn picture 4 
in Fig. 2(a) can be partitioned into nine subpictures ql, qr, . . . , y9, as described in 
Fig. 2(b) from left to right, so that 4 = ql. q2.. . q9. Every G-word that describes q 
must draw q in this sequence. A similar observation can be made for the base of q. 
Kg. 2. A tnree-way picture aid its partition. 
We call the partition of a three-way picture p Into such a sequence of line-disjoint 
horizontal and vertical line segments the ordered partit ofp (or simply the partition 
of p) and denote by part(p). If pl, pz, . . . , y,,, is su a sequence for p, we write 
Pa~(p)=hP,,.*., p,). We shall assume that if p is a drawn picture then pi is a 
drawn picture for all i = P,2, . . . , m. If p is a basic picture, then (1) if m = 1, then 
the single element p, in part(p) is a basic picture, i.e., p itself, and (2) if m > 1, 
then pl and p,,, are “semi-drawn pictures”, i.e., pictures with either an en 
a start point specified; and all other elements in yY_~ii-, ___ _._ naft( n\r abe flrn 
notion of the partition of an attached three-way picture p can be 
and we shall use the same notation part(p). 
The family of regular languages (context-free languages, res 
to the family of languages accepted by finit 
tively) [9]. In the following, we shall assu 
membership problem is given in the fo 
$nite CJutorPzutOri (Fk) ia ii 54.8 
nke control, C2) 5 a set of iqmt sy 
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trfmsition , sa..- A-w-filpfl t$~t fnanc the elfynfmfq fif the set nv Y intla 611kcetc ?f 6) fd!b _ 
qoc Q is the initial state of the finite control, and (5) f~ Q is the final state of the 
finite control. .M is in reducedform if, for every q E Q, q is reachable fr, 
state q. by a finite sequence of transitions of 
from q by a finite quence of transitions 
Let p be an atta d drawn picture and 
FA. We want to determine whether 
the initial 
reachable 
a reduced 
part( iv) = 
hPw**9 r some integer rpz. Without loss of generality we ass e that pI 
is a horizontal line segment and m is an even number. 
Fori=l,2 ,..., tandj=1,2 ,..., t, construct new finite automata 
as follows: 
t=(Q, G,SId,i,j), where61j(q,a)= 
S(q,al ifa=uord, 
ifa=r, 
:j=(Q, G, a!‘, i, j), where SF,(q, a) = 
Q(q,n) ifc=?; 
I 
e 
ifa= uord. 
The words accepted by My (Mtj 3 respectively) are those obtained by running 
the FA M, starting from state i and ending at state j, using only U- and d-transitions 
( r-transitions, respectively). Thus, dpic( M;) (dpic( A&“), respectively) is the set of 
all vertical (horizontal, respectively) line segments that can be described by these 
words. For example, let M be an FA described by the transition graph in Fig. 3(a). 
Then Mi,, and M:.? are FAs described in Fig. 3(b), (c). 
For k=l,2,..., m, let Tk be a t x t Boolean matrix defined by 
WJI = 
1 if (pk)e dpic( M”,), 
0 otherwise, 
where Q = h if k odd, and a = v if k even. Let T b e a i X i Boolean matrix detined 
by T=fl;__, T& 
) lfand only if T[l, t] = 1. 
) if and only if there exists a sequence of FAs 
IklR,_iI 9 MY2.jz9 l l l 9 F ,,__ ,,j,,, ,9 AvY ,,,, j ,, 
such that il = 1, ik = j,_, for all k = 2,3,. . . , m, j,, = t, and (pk) E dpic( 
k = 1,2,. . . , m, where a = h if k odd, and a = v if k even. From this, 
j if and only if 
T,[i,, j,] = T2[iz, j2] = l l * = 
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Fig. 3. Finite automata M, A#;,,, and M:,2. 
Lemma 3.1 yields the following algorithm for the membership problem of three- 
way regular picture languages. 
3.2. Membership test for three-way regular picture languages. 
lp~?“t* Am atta&ed dr--- .yn*. 1 k., avu lt pi<tGie p and a fixed FA =({I, 2,. . .) i}, ii, 6, 1, t)* 
Output: “yes” if ( p) E dpic( M), “no” otherwise. 
Method: (I) Compute part(p)=(p,,p,,...,p,,,). 
(2) Construct Mrj and Myj for all i an 
(3) Construct Tk for k = I,*i, . . . , m. 
(4) Cmp!tP r 
Step (1) takes O(lpl) time. The FA M is fixed, so, step (2) can be done in advance 
before we run the algorithm. In step (3), determining each entry of matrix TX is the 
mamknrrkirr -v~he-m far a iLlb*iiYuC1.dAaAp yavw NM 
d rs*+;g stripe regular pic*ridre Irng*~gge; it &jir\es O(fPkf) 
time [ 171. Therefore, step (3) takes O( t’Jpl/ + t’lpl+ . 9 . + t’lpml) = @(IpI) kx. Step 
(4) takes O(jpl) time. It follows that Algorithm 3.2 ta 
For the membership test of a basic picture [ 
the above algorithm. In step (3), if 
time since the membership proble 
be solved in linear time [ 171. W 
other elements in part(p) are 
eprese~tati~n lemma (lemma 
e re 
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fot!owc that construction of the matrices Tk, 1 s k s m, in step (3) requires the same 
amount of time for a basic picture [p]. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
eore 
languages c6n 
The membership problem for drawn and basic t icture 
be s I) time deterministically. 
A one-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton (PDAj is a 7-tuple 
(Q, 2, K 6 40, GIN f), where (i) Q is a finite set of :? zdpp~(pc J 
2 is a finite set of input symbols which does not include the two special symbols 
# and $ (the !r;ff er/JmnrbQr and the right ._..I_. a.-* #a# iG.4~.CW# nr;r Avn-1---, i-cs~eeiivei:,), (3 j A!! is a finite 
set of pushdown store symbols which does not include Z,, (4) 6 is a transition function 
that maps elements of the set Q x (2 w { #, $, A }) x (r v { Zo}) into finite subsets of 
Q x (0, l> x (r u {pop]), (5) qO~ Q is the initiai state of the finite control, (6) ZU is 
the bottom marker for the pushdown store, and (7j jk Q is the final state of the 
finite control. 
We need to explain briefly how a PDA M works. The value given by a transition 
function is a triple (q. X, d ), where q E Q, X E (0, I}, and d E P: This triple means 
that the PDA M has the possible next actions of (a) entering next state q, (b) moving 
the input head to the right one cell or leaving it stationary, according to whether 
X is 1 or 0, and (c) adding the symbol d to the top of the pushdown store. If the 
value given by the transition function is a triple (q, X, pop), then the PDA rvi has 
the possible next actions as described above, except that, instead of adding a symbol 
to the pushdown store, as specified in part (c), M removes the top pushdown store 
symbol. Without loss of generality we assume that M accepts by entering the final 
state J with empty pushdown store, scanning the right endmarker of the input tape. 
Let M = (Q, 6, r, S, qO, &, f) be a PDAand (p, s, e) be an attached drawn 
We want to determine whether or not (p, s, e) E dpic( M). 
We first define some notions regarding the picture drawing behaviors of PDA M. 
A co&uration of is a S-tuple (9, ~7, p’_ O. II’). where q is a state of M, w is a 
(possibly empty) str of pushdown-store-symbols f and ( p’, v, v’) is an attached 
drawn picture. The configuration (q, w, p’, v, v’) means that the PDA M is in state 
q, the current co tent of the pushdown store is w (with the first symbol of w being 
symbol of the pushdown store), and M has read some portion of the in 
y x, such that dpic(rr) = ( p’, v, v’). If (q. w, p’, v, v’) is a confi 
then the 5-tuple (q, A, ‘, v, v’) is calied a surface configuration of 
the first symbol of ~7 ( =A if M~=A). 
A binary relation I- n the set of all co urations of M is defined a ws, 
For arbitrary configurations I and J of I F-J if and only if the P in 
configuration f can move in one step to configuration J. Let I-+ be the transitive 
closure of t- an let I-* be the transitive reflexkle closure of I-. We write It-k J if 
in configuration I can move to configuration J after exac k moves. We use 
the same notations I---, I-- !, I-*, an for 
ose. 
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Let C’ be the set of all 6-tuples in Q x r x Q x 2”1 x 
(q, A, r, p’, 0, v’) in is called p-valid if the B can go from state q with 
symbol A alone on e pushdown store to stat h an empty St 
the picture p’c p, starting from v E and ending at U’E 
, (3, f.4 4 I--* cf-, v), p’, u, f-9 
t V(p) = {v,( = s), v2,. . l , v,,,( = e)} and be an PI x m matrix such that, for 
ah i and j, 1 s i. js m, the entry XL&j] contains the set 
A, r, p’) 1 q, r E Q, A E r v {.&j), and (4, A, r, p’, v,, Oj,,) is a p-valid 6-tuple}. 
. (p, s, e) E dpic( ) if and ody if X[ 1, m ] contains the element 
(q*, &,f, PL 
roof, The result follows directly from the definition of p-valid 6-tuples. 0 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that we need only construct the matrix X described 
above in order to test the membership of a three-way context-free picture language. 
We show in the following that X can be constructed in polynomial time determinsti- 
tally. To this end, -we use a dynamic programming method which (1) puts in she 
table X all p-valid 6-tuples corresponding to single pop transitions of (2) 
combines repeatedly the informations in the table X that correspond to partial 
rnrnnratcsti ~“y.narurrOl~~ u -0 -f M until no new information is added l * v cU /I, and (3) checks whether 
or not the 4-tuple ( qo, Z,,f, p) has been added to X[ 1, m]. The dynamic program- 
ming method used for constructing the matrix X can be suitably defined by a 
function YIELDA, : (2C‘)‘-, 2’. as follows. 
YIELDM~%, s,) = ((4, B, t,pf, v, v”‘)l(q, B, 0, v, VP-(r, A&p,, v, v’), 
(r, A, s, p2, VI, v”) E S, , (s, B, t, p3, v”, v”‘j E &, 
and p’= piwwJp,~. 
Figure 4 describes the idea behmd the definition of t e function YIEL 
is, from (q, B,8, v, v)+_(r, A&p,, v, v’), (I; A,& v’, 7 t--* (s, v), p2,v’, 
(s, B, 0, v”, v”) F* (t, $3, p3, v”, v”‘) that represent he partial computations of 
sponding to the drawing- of the pictures (p, 5 n, 1)‘); (p j ?J’> !q5 md (pJ* P”y ,“‘), 
recpectivel ,\I, WT obtain (q, ti, 0, VP-+ (t,k),p,upzup3, V, v’~‘). 
. Membership test for three-way context-free picture languages. 
Input: An attached drawn picture (p, s, ej and a fixed PDA 
(Q, ii, C 6, 40, z,,f)* 
Output: “yes” if (p, s, e) E dpic( ), and “no” otherwise. 
C. Kim 
Height 
of 
stack 
(P2 9 vt, v”) 
Number of moves 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the function YIELD,,.,. 
ile T is not em ty do call BUILDL~P. 
(5) if X[1, m] contains (90, ZOJ p) (I R output “yes” e se output “no”. 
ure BUILDUP; 
POP the top entry, say top = (r, A, S, p’, vi, vj), of the stack T; 
(b) /* right buildup */ 
r k = 1 to in do 
Let S be the set of 6-tuples corresponding to X[j, K”j; 
Compute E = YIELD,({top}, S); 
f~ti- each G-iupie, say Y = (9, B, t, p’, y, vci ), in E p’ is a subpicture of p 
d Y is not in X t en add (9, B, t, p’) to X[l, k] and put Y in T; 
(c) /* left buildup */ 
t of 6-tuples corresponding to X[k: i]; 
= YIELDM(S, {top}); 
(9, B, t, p’, VI, vj), in E if pi is a subpicture of p 
d Y is not in X t add (9, B, t, p’) to X[ 1, j] and put Y in T; 
. Every p-valid 6-tuple gets added to the table X in Algorithm 3.5. 
A p-valid 6-tuple (9, , r, p’, v, v’) in 
) I--~ (r, (3, p’, v, 0’). Note that every p 
at every ( 
e since we ad 
lled (k, p)-valid if 
le is (k, p)-valid for 
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the beginning, i.e., in step (3). Suppose that the claim is true for ail k < n for some 
n 2 1 and, for induction step, let k = n. Let (4, 5 r, p’, 0, v’) be an arbitrary (11, a)- 
valid 6-tupie. By definition of ( n, p) -valid 6-tuples we have that 
(q, A, @, q 13) t-” (r, 0, p’, v, C). This computation must be 
for some I,, 12< n, where pl u pZw pS = p’. This implies that the 6-tupie 
( S, I$ i, pz , C”, u”‘) is ii,, pi-valid and the 6-tuple ( t, A, r, p3, v”‘, v’) is (I,. p)-valid. 
By the induction hypothesis, both of these 6-tuples are added to the table X (and 
to the stack T, too, since every time we add a new entry to X we add the corresponding 
6-tuple onto T simultaneously in the algorithm). consider the step where the fast 
one of these two is removed from T- At that time, the other one is in the table X 
since it has already been removed from T. The 6-tuple (9, A, F, p’, v, v’) must be 
added to the table at this stop, in the procedure RUIIJWP, by the functIc?n 
YIELD,,,,. 0 
emma 3.7. Algorithm 3.5 termintrtes within Q( 131i2) time deterministicall’. 
prod. Steps (1 j, (2), and (3 j of the algorithm take O(l#) time altogether. (Note 
that lp’l = 1 in step (3).) To analyze the time consumed in step (d), observe first that 
only p-valid 6-tuples are added to X and T, and moreover when and only when 
they are first generated. There are ~(1 pi’) connected subpictures of a single horizontal 
or vertical line segment of p, and so, for every fixed pair of points v, v’ c V( p j, there 
are ~(lpl”) subpictures p’ of p such that (p, s, e) = (p,) l (p’, v, v’) l ( p2) for some 
p,, p2 c p. It follows that X[i,j] contains 0(1pl”) elements for all i and j, and that 
there are ~<lpI”> p-valid 6-tuples in C. So, the procedure BUI(LDLJP is executed 
~(lpl”> times, once for every pop operation_ In the procedurr; 3’,‘1LDLJP, YIELDM 
operations are performed O(i pi) times. Each YIELD At operation requires 
time since each entry of X contains o([p14) elements and a picture union operation 
takes ~(lpl) t ime on sorted pictures. Thus, step (4) takes O( f pi I’) time a!together. 
Finally, step f.9) la& Q(fcls! r&e +re /_‘“r[!, .z]l =O(lpI”) and corn 
(qo, &,f, p) with an element of X[1, m] takes ~(Ipl> time. Adding time la!<en in 
steps (l)-(5), Algurithm 3.5 takes Q( 1 pl”) time. •I 
To test the membership of a basic pictu 
and check if X[ i, j] contain,, the element 
e same time req 
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bership problem for drawn and basic t e-way contexi-jkee 
nguages can be solved in O( 1 pi I*) time deterministica 
l-t i ii5 quiv&;;fe; p&i~~,i~ r~; &awn picture languages asks, given two n_Iawguages 
er dpic( L, ) = dpic( L,). The containment proble he intersection 
m with the same input ask whether dpi dpic( L,) and 
,-) = 8, respectively. The same problems for bax picture languages 
can be defined similarly. The ‘c uivalence and contaim lent problems are not partially 
decidable for regular picture languages [ 1 I] and are decidab!e for stripe regu!ar 
picture languages [171. The intersection emptiness problem is not partially decidable 
for regular picture languages and is decidable for stripe regular picture langua 
W] . 
In this section we shall present other undecidability results for the above- 
mt?nttonedi ecision probllems of three-way and stripe picture languages, For this, 
we use reductions from the so-called Po:t Correspondence Problem. Let x = 
( %X2,-9 xn) and y=(_~,,y~,... , y”) be two lists of nonempty words from a 
common alphabet 2. The aPost Correspondence Problem (PCP) is to determine whether 
or nrat there eyictc a cm-mamwe hf Gn+nmnrc i * . mm- _ _.___ _ _...Y..” _ “Q.yuI1+k.l “1 91JLI &YlLI .(, t_., . . ‘9 :A, +xz ! C, $-c n for all j, such 
that x+, . . . TX~& = yi, yi, . . . yi, . PCP is undecidable when 12 I= 2 [ Id]. 
eon! It is not partially decidable whether (1) dpic( L,) = dpic( L,), and (2) 
bpic( L,) = biic( L,), for a regular G-language L, and a linear &language L2, where 
both bpic( L,) and bpic( L,) are stripe picture languages. 
First observe that the complement problem, i.e., the inequivalence problem 
is partially decidgbt -,.e. Qne can simply enumerate all pictures and test each to see 
if it is in one picture language but not in the other. (The picture membership problem 
for context-free languages is decidable [ 121.) To complete the proof, we show that 
uivalence problem is undecidable. 
Let i = (x, _v) be an arbitrary instance of PCP over the alphabet t” = {a, b), where 
x=(IY~,x~ ,... 9x,)andy=!y,,y, ,... , y,,). Defne two homomorphisms h, and h, 
from Y* a.. - to 6* by the following conditions: 
h,(a j = udr, h,.(a) = rud, 
hJb) = ru’d’. 
Construct a right-linear grammar G = ( IV9 ;i, P, X) with nonterminals N = {X, V} 
an e folkwing productions: 
for all i = 1,2, . . . , n. 
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Intuitively speaking, a word generated by G draws a picture of the form described 
in Fig. $, where the “thorns” drawn above the left horizontal line segment of the 
single bridge (the bri ge is the picture component described by string urd) simulate 
a word obtained by concatenating qs and the “thorns” drawn beiow the idl 
horizontal line segment of the single bridge simulate the order of the indices of 
those Xis concatenated. Similarly, th- l L--- L Lhd1113 drawn above (bei respectively j the 
right horizontal iine segment of the bridge simulate a word obtain by concatenating 
yjs (the ord er of the indices of those y,s concat nated, respectively), but in the 
reversed order in this case. For example, the picture in ig. 5 shows a word 
x4xZx3x1 = aabaabbaabbb concatenated with = ( yg,y.sy,) R = 
bmbbabaaabb, assuming that xl = bb, x2 = aabb, x3 = aab, x4 = aab, x5 = ba, y, = bbaa, 
y2 = bba, y3 = aab, y4 = ab, and y5 = abb. Thus, I = (x, y) has a solution to PC 
and only if there exists a picture p in dpic( G) such that the subpicture of p which 
lies above the two long horizontal line segments constrtutes a “picture palindrome” 
(i.e., symmetric with respect to the bridge) and the subpicture of p which lies below 
the two long horizontal line segments constitutes a “picture palindrome in a weak 
sense” (i.e., the order of the occurrences of the thorns are symmetric with respect 
to the bridge). We call a picture p with the two properties stated above a solution 
picture for i = (x, y). See Fig. 6 for an example of a solution picture, which shows 
the existence of a solution (1,2,4,3) for the above example. 
Fig. 5. An example of a picture in dpic( G). 
Fig. 6. A solution picture. 
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Let w be an arbitrary word generated by G, represented by 
W = d’lu”!h_x(xi,) l l . dipuiph,(xiP) 
We can construct one-way pushdown automata Al and A2 which accept subsets 
of L(G) in the following manner: .A, accepts MJ if and only if w E t(G) and 
(i&,..., i,) # (j, ,j2 , . . . , j,), and AZ accepts NJ if and only if w E L(G) and 
i.e., Xi,X,, . . - Xi, # Yj,Yj? l . l Yjq. 
Name&, A, and A2 each has a table containing the words h,(xi) and h_,.( yr), for 
all i = 1,2,. . . 9 nT in their finite controls to check if every subword appearing on the 
input tape is a legal one, i.e., to check if NE L(G). Obviously, these tasks can be 
done using only finite controls of A, and A2* Simultaneously, A, mes its pushdown 
storetocheckif(i,,i, ,..., i,)f(j,,j, ,..., jJ by pushing onto the pushdown store 
all is recognized from d’u’s appearing on the input tape for marking the words Xis, 
and then comparing these with ail js recognized from dju’s appearing on the input 
tape subsequently for marking the words _v~s. Analogously, the automaton A2 
simultaneously uses its pushdown store to check if Xi,Xi, . . . Xip # yi,yjz . . . J% by 
pushing onto the pushdown store all Xis recognized from hiuis appearing on the 
input tape, and then comparing these with y,% recognized from dju% appearing 
on the input tape ;ubcequently. t. 
The family of linear languages is identical to the family of languages accepted 
by the so-caiied one-turn pushdown automata,, i.e., pushdown automata which, once 
decreasing the size of its pushdown store , never increase it again during the whole 
computation on any input [8]. The automata A, and A2 are such automata. Since 
the famiiy of linear languages is ciosed under a union operation, there exists a linear 
grammar G’ such that L( G’) = L(A,) u L(A,). 
From our construction of P,* and Al, i)r is c!ear that the grammar G’ never 
penera@ a BTTY! Z* m:;hich describes a solution picture and that dpic( G) - dpic( G’) 
can only contain s:!&ion pictures. It follows that I = (x, y) has a solution to PCP 
if and only if dpic( G) - dpic( 6’) # (b if and only if dpic( 6) # dpic( G’). 
The proof described above holds equally for bpic( G) and bpic( G’) since for every 
picture p in bpic( G) (bpic( G’), respectively j there is a unique word w in L(G) 
(L(G’), respectively) such that bpic( w) = p. It is obvious that bpic( G) and bpic( G’) 
are both three-way stripe picture languages. Hence, the theorem follows. 0 
It is not partially decidable whether ( 1) dpic( L,) c dpic( L), and (2) 
ic( L), for a regular G-language L, and a linear g-language L2, where 
biiih bpiC( L,) ic^iid bpk( L,) are stripe picture langrlages. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, I = (x, y) has a solution to PCP if and only if 
) is not a subset of dpic( 6’) if and only if bpic(G) is not a subset of bpic( 
So, the same reduction proves the current theorem. Cl 
ewe 3. It is not partially decidable whether (I) dpic( L,) n dpic( L2) = fb, 
(2) bpic( L,) n bpic( L2) = 8, for two linear s-languages L, and L2, where both bpic 
and bpic( L,) am st@e picture kz~gmagcs. 
Recall the construction of one-turn pushdown automata 
proof of Theorem 4.1. For the proof of the current theorem, we 
word up, described in the proof of Theorem 4.1, if and only if w E L(G) and 
(i,,i~,...,i,)=!j~,~~,~~~,,‘,)~ndA,acceptwifandon~yifw~L(G)and 
i.e., Xi,Xi, . . . Xi, =Yj,_~~z . . . _ yj,,, where inequaIities have been replaced with equalities 
in both relations. An instance i = (x, y) of PCP has a solution if and only if there 
exists a nonempty picture p in dpic(A,) ndpic(A?), i.e., p is a solution picture 
described by two words tr), E L(A,) and wz E L(A,), where wl satisfies the first relation 
above and wz satisfies the second relation above. The basic picture case is similar. Cl 
Sudborough and Welz1 [17, Theorem 5.1!] showed, by an observation of the 
previous work of Maurer et al. [ 13, Theorem 161, that it is undecidable whether or 
not bpic( L,) n bpic( L,) =0 for a regular n-language L, and a linear n-language 
L2, where both bpic( I.: ) and bpic( L,) are stripe picture languages. Theorem 5.11 
in [ 171 can now be stated as fo!!ows. 
It is not partially decidable whether ( 1) dpic( L,) n dpic( L,) = 0, and 
(2) bpic( L,) n bpic( L,) = P, f or a reguliz f -rT-lmgiiage L, and a hear dcinguage L1, 
where both bpic( L,) and bpic( L2) are stripe picture languages. 
Proof. The proof in [13, Theorem 161 proves (2). We shall briefly sketch it here. 
Let I = (x, y) be an instance of PCP over the alphabet C = (a, b}, where x = 
(x1,x1 ,..., x,,jandy=(y,,y-, ,..., y,,). Let h, and h2 be homomorphisms defined 
bY 
!i*( a) = r3, h,(a) = 13, 
h,(b) = rudr’, h3( 6) = ludl’. 
Define a linear n-language G = (IV, n-, S), where 
terminals and the production set P consists of 
S-, udh,(x,)Sh,( y”)ud, 16 is n, 
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Let L, =ud+ud I”, r3)* and L2 = L(G). Then I = (x, y) has a solution to PCP 
if and only if bpic ,)n bpic(L,) # $9. Since the problem of whether 
bpic( L,) # 0 is partially decidable, the complement problem, i.e., whether 
bpic( L,) = 0, is not artially decidable. 
To extend the res t to drawn picture languages, one can simply a a production 
rule S+ Sr” to the definition of 4;. The reader can easi!y observe that I = (x, y) has 
a so!ution to PCP if and only if dpic( L,) n dpic( L,) # 0. Cl 
iscussion 
The high order of magnitude of the polynomial-time algorithm for three-way 
context-free picture languages has room for improvement. Especially, if a parallel 
processing system is used, the algorithm can be modified so that it can be used 
directly fo I . l 
. 
f rea apphcat~ons, e-e__, electronrc waveform r~~ec:c;~~~ - _ - _ ___ ’ _ -,,“.a.~u. Eke the mem- 
bership problem for general co&xt-free picture languages is NP-complete [ 1 I], we 
probably cannot improve the result substantially so that it works for general pictures 
unless P= NP. However, the result can be used as the basic tool for developing 
polynomial-time approximation algorithms. We leave this work as open. 
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